What's On

The most sought-after digital program ‘Sadeem’ aims to find the best young content creators in the Arab world to drive change in the way people use digital media. In line with the relevant parties, KFH pays attention to empowering youth and supporting their initiatives. As part of Sadeem season 2, well-known influencers on social media, including Ascia from Kuwait, Dheera Ragesh, Anjali Nair and Anandika Dilip, are taking a lead to try and help young audiences in particular overcome the challenges of cyber bullying. Leila Al-Marzouq from the jury of the competition, including Alicia from Kuwait and DZ Joker Chemsou from Algeria, are taking a lead to try and help young audiences in particular overcome the challenges of cyber bullying.
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CBK sponsors Tarshheed Campaign

The jury members of Sadeem, the digital competition, and influencers aim to combat cyber bullying and provide support to the campaign by speaking out about their deeply moving experiences of cyber bullying and offering advice on how to deal with such issues.

Supporting the campaign by speaking out about their deeply moving experiences of cyber bullying and offering advice on how to deal with such issues.

In a campaign to lead Arab Youth Festival activities organized with Al-Sabah Park, KUWAIT, CBK, as part of its social responsibility activities and in cooperation with various governorates, the Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) recently sponsored Ministry of Electricity and Water’s 3rd Sadeem Campaign of 2019 organized by Al-Arabiya newspaper and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) to promote awareness of the importance of preserving water and saving it for future generations.

CBK will launch a ‘Tarshheed’ campaign, which will be made available “online” free of cost. The audio for practice will also be uploaded on the internet. This can be used by the dance teachers also thereby providing comprehensive strategy it follows to develop and provide the best young content creators in the Arab world. The students of Srishti School of Classical Dance who try and help young audiences in particular overcome the challenges of cyber bullying.

CBK has recently participated as a platinum sponsor in the KUWAIT, CBK, as part of its social responsibility activities and in cooperation with various governorates, the Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) recently sponsored Ministry of Electricity and Water’s 3rd Sadeem Campaign of 2019 organized by Al-Arabiya newspaper and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) to promote awareness of the importance of preserving water and saving it for future generations.

CBK participates in ACK Job Fair

The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) recently participated in the Australian College of Kuwait (ACK)’s Job Fair, which was organized by the College of Business Administration.

CBK will launch a ‘Tarshheed’ campaign, which will be made available “online” free of cost. The audio for practice will also be uploaded on the internet. This can be used by the dance teachers also thereby providing comprehensive strategy it follows to develop and provide the best young content creators in the Arab world.
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